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On
events that inspire continuous 

thought-provoking learning about 
technologies and digital-oriented trends



By 2025 ~ 

The average person will interact 

with connected devices 4,800x per day – 

every 18 seconds    

IDC … https://datacenterfrontier.com/smart-things-everywhere-the-connected-future-of-2025/
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Pre-Covid Prediction

https://datacenterfrontier.com/smart-things-everywhere-the-connected-future-of-2025/


By 2025 ~

30% will be real-time 

  

IDC … 
https://datacenterfrontier.com/smart-things-everywhere-the-connected-future-of-2025/

Global Datasphere 
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https://datacenterfrontier.com/smart-things-everywhere-the-connected-future-of-2025/


By 2025 ~

Smart will be the new normal
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But the real pivot year is 

2023
  5
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10 Tech Trends - Concentrated in 2023
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Today



FasterTinier Cheaper
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FasterTinier Cheaper

The Digitization of the World – From Edge to Core; IDC + Seagate
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Chips are smaller

54 Chips

CONSUMER PRODUCTS are getting BRAINS + MEMORIES
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2.5 years ago
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Plummeting costs for storage
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60 
acquisitions

Microelectromechanical Systems, or MEMS, is a technology that in its most general 
form can be defined as miniaturized mechanical and electro-mechanical elements (i.e., 
devices and structures) that are made using the techniques of microfabrication.
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Plummeting costs in bio and genetics (human genome)
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Technology Drivers Open Source Cloud Developer Founders

1995 2005 2010 2014

99% reduction

$5m

$500k

$50k
$5k

60 
acquisitions

Startups = Cheaper + Faster

$10,000 / gig storage 1c / gig
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Marketing technologies
Source: Scott Brinker 

Lower barriers has fueled a proliferation of startups

Number of digital marketing
solutions created by startups
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4G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

Today
operating ~independently

Open 
Source
100M

libraries
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5G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
big + intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 
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https://www.pcmag.com/news/idc-the-digital-first-enterprise-will-be-half-of-the-economy-by-2023-are19

https://www.pcmag.com/news/idc-the-digital-first-enterprise-will-be-half-of-the-economy-by-2023-are


20 https://www.pcmag.com/news/idc-the-digital-first-enterprise-will-be-half-of-the-economy-by-2023-are

https://www.pcmag.com/news/idc-the-digital-first-enterprise-will-be-half-of-the-economy-by-2023-are


World’s 8 highest value firms are “platforms”

21

Berkshire 520



Complex data-sharing ecosystem (platform)
… it’s largely about data-sharing



DSW’s      

#328 Fortune 500 = 
$38.5B revenues

R&D → digitizing consumer behavior

Amazon’s R&D spend

Amazon Research and Development Expenses 2006-2020 ...
www.macrotrends.net 

                

Revenues
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https://www.macrotrends.net/stocks/charts/AMZN/amazon/research-development-expenses
https://www.macrotrends.net/stocks/charts/AMZN/amazon/research-development-expenses


5G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 

24



25

5G
“Digital Highway”

4G 5G
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5G
“Digital Highway”

Everything health, fitness, commercial. 
Your behaviors and habits.

Where you work. When you drive, eat, sleep. 
Who your family and friends is.

Your age, prescriptions, preferences. 
Pictures and text you post socially, click on, read. 

Your political views, travel habits, purchases.
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Political Battle.

The Chinese government 
wants this to work. 

It aims to own the networks. 
Globally.

The same is true for AI and Blockchain.

Business Battle.
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Some of the world’s leading 
telecom-equipment manufacturers, 
including Huawei and ZTE, are Chinese 
companies with murky ownership 
structures and close ties to China’s … 
government. 

Many in the U.S. NSA fear that 
equipment made by these companies 
could allow Beijing to siphon off 
sensitive personal or corporate data. Or 
well-concealed kill switches could 
cripple Western telecom systems during 
a … war. 

The mere threat of this activity would 
endow China … with geopolitical 
leverage at all times.
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Us

Asia
2/3rds

EU

 Subscriptions forecast



1G 2G 3G 4G LTE 5G
WIFI:

There are access points 
in every building. 250 

connected devices per 
access point.

4G LTE means fourth generation long term 
evolution. LTE is a kind of 4G that provides 
fastest connection to mobile Internet. 

10X faster than 3G. 

4G and 4G LTE are not the same.

WiFi provides wireless Internet access 
via radio waves which transmit a signal to 
a wireless enabled device. Typically 
slower than 3G or 4G.

4G: 
1,000 connected 
devices per access 
area (1 sq km)

Voice
Texting

Social
Music Streaming starts

Mobile Economy
• Uber + Lyft
• AirBnB
Movie Streaming
Shopping

Voice
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1G 2G 3G 4G LTE 5G

Events
• 100s of cameras in a venue

○ Choose your camera angles
• Massive capacity
• No latency – instantaneous
• Video and data processed on premise

Medicine
• Robotic surgery

Personal Tools
• Toothbrush will tell you that you have a cold

WIFI:
There are access points 

in every building. 250 
connected devices per 

access point.

4G: 
1,000 connected 
devices per access 
area (1 sq km)

5G:  
1,000,000 connected devices per access area; 
1000x more bandwidth, 10-100x faster; virtually 
everything can join the connected world

Voice
Texting

Social
Music Streaming starts

Mobile Economy
• Uber + Lyft
• AirBnB
Movie Streaming
Shopping

Unprecedented Connectivity
• Connectivity of all things
• Network is as fast as brain processing
• Real-time translations via your device
• 10 year battery life
• 90% reduction in network energy use

Voice

Extreme 
improvement 

in data 
movement
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● 4G network lag = 20 milliseconds. 

● 5G latency = 1 ms (flash on a camera). 

That responsiveness is critical for ... 

● playing intense video games in VR 

● NYC surgeon controlling robotic arms in Portland. 

● self-driving cars that co-communicate in real time. 
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https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millisecond


5G
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Merging data streams → knowledge → wisdom

~ Jim Kuiken



5G works differently 
on connected products that don't need a constant connection, 
like a sensor for fertilizer. 

Low-power scanners 
can use the same battery for 10 years 
periodically sending data. 
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Massively distributed small cells

4G 5G 

https://www.crowncastle.com/communities/small-cell-information



5G Towers - 5G cell towers are so small, they can be positioned in ordinary places like on light poles, the tops of buildings, and even street lights. 
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Overwhelmed with cell permit requests in 2018

                                     Aesthetic complaints



5G cells in Seattle
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5G in Denver
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WiFi 6 is emerging, too 
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5G
“Digital Highway”

4G 5G



5G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 
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https://www.inc.com/magazine/202002/jennifer-alsever/5g-wireless-network-broadband-high-speed-gigabit-technology.html
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ATMs
Sensor for fertilizer

Refrigerator
Dog collar

Farm tractor

https://www.inc.com/magazine/202002/jennifer-alsever/5g-wireless-network-broadband-high-speed-gigabit-technology.html


Chips are smaller

54 Chips

CONSUMER PRODUCTS are getting BRAINS + MEMORIES
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Today

• Expand to the edge by 2022. 

• 40% of company cloud 
deployments include 
edge computing 

• 25% of endpoint devices 
and systems execute
AI algorithms
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page 49

Code is smaller. It, too, can 
operate on the edge today.  
Software like Iterate.ai’s 
Interplay facilitate edge 
processing.
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2.5 years ago

cumulative
effect
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2.5 years ago

https://www.telecomtv.com/content/iot/global-iot-spend-will-top-us-1-trillion-by-2023-35841/
51

https://www.telecomtv.com/content/iot/global-iot-spend-will-top-us-1-trillion-by-2023-35841/


2.5 years ago

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-equity-and-principal-investors/our-insi
ghts/growing-opportunities-in-the-internet-of-things?cid=eml-app52

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-equity-and-principal-investors/our-insights/growing-opportunities-in-the-internet-of-things?cid=eml-app
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-equity-and-principal-investors/our-insights/growing-opportunities-in-the-internet-of-things?cid=eml-app


5G changes everything

Edge computing
inflection point

53
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5G changes everything

Edge computing
and data



Feb 25, 2020

Pay with your plates

5G speeds up camera and sensor connections

55



5G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 
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5G
WiFi 6

● Amazon’s catalog
● Amazon’s reviews
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5G feeds data into IoT Glasses

58

https://www.theinformation.com/articles/apple-eyes
-2022-release-for-ar-headset-2023-for-glasses

https://www.theinformation.com/articles/apple-eyes-2022-release-for-ar-headset-2023-for-glasses
https://www.theinformation.com/articles/apple-eyes-2022-release-for-ar-headset-2023-for-glasses
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPCJM0C4kL4
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A non-invasive, wearable, peripheral neural 
interface that allows humans to converse in natural 

language with machines, AI assistants, services, 
and other people without any voice—without 

opening their mouth, and without externally 
observable movements—simply by articulating 

words internally.  

The feedback to the user is given through audio, via bone 
conduction, without disrupting the user's usual auditory 
perception, and making the interface closed-loop. This 
enables a human-computer interaction that is 
subjectively experienced as completely internal to the 
human user—like speaking to one's self.  

Bone conduction 
may make smart glasses 

smarter and more interactive

61



Global spending on AR/VR between 
2019-2023, should achieve a 5-yr 
CAGR of 77.0% 

IDC

AR (mobile AR, smart glasses) 
could top 2.5b installed base and 
$70b+ revenue by 2023          
                                     Digi-Capital

AR Matures with 5G and WiFi 6 

62

VR = $30b+ by 2023

https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS45679219
https://www.digi-capital.com/news/2019/01/for-ar-vr-2-0-to-live-ar-vr-1-0-must-die/


Use Cases
AR VR for Training
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5G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 
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Chips are smaller

54 Chips

CONSUMER PRODUCTS are getting BRAINS + MEMORIES

5G helps AI chips do their jobs
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2.5 years ago
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2.5 years ago

5G will enhance AI

http://pcb.iconnect007.com/index.php/article/119
309/worldwide-spending-on-ai-systems-will-be-n
early-98-billion-in-2023/119312/?skin=ein
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http://pcb.iconnect007.com/index.php/article/119309/worldwide-spending-on-ai-systems-will-be-nearly-98-billion-in-2023/119312/?skin=ein
http://pcb.iconnect007.com/index.php/article/119309/worldwide-spending-on-ai-systems-will-be-nearly-98-billion-in-2023/119312/?skin=ein
http://pcb.iconnect007.com/index.php/article/119309/worldwide-spending-on-ai-systems-will-be-nearly-98-billion-in-2023/119312/?skin=ein


2.5 years ago

AI at Scale: 

By 2024, with proactive, 
hyperspeed operational 
changes and market reactions, 
AI-powered enterprises will 
respond to customers, 
competitors, regulators, and 
partners 50% faster than their 
peers.  ~IDC
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5G

1.1B

70

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 



2.5 years ago
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2.5 years ago

Powering new User Interfaces
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5G

1.1B

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 
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•  By 2022, 150 million people will have 
blockchain-based digital identities.

1
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7

8

9

10
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Today



2.5 years ago

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/blockchain-technology-market-90100890.html

Research provided by 
MarketsandMarkets(TM) 

MarketsandMarkets(TM) provides quantified 
B2B research on 30,000 high growth niche 
opportunities/threats which will impact 70% to 
80% of worldwide companies' revenues. 
Currently servicing 7500 customers worldwide 
including 80% of global Fortune 1000 
companies as clients. Almost 75,000 top 
officers across eight industries worldwide 
approach MarketsandMarkets(TM)  for their 
pain points around revenues decisions.

Our 850 full time analyst and SMEs at 
MarketsandMarkets(TM) are tracking global 
high growth markets following the "Growth 
Engagement Model - GEM". The GEM aims 
at proactive collaboration with the clients to 
identify new opportunities, identify most 
important customers, write "Attack, avoid and 
defend" strategies, identify sources of 
incremental revenues for both the company 
and its competitors. 
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$40b

$23b

$3b

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/blockchain-technology-market-90100890.html


Blockchain IP filed globally ... China is aggressive
Macro Movements       

76



Lots of intellectual property being created in China and the USA
Macro Movements       

77



Governments and Blockchain

78

Xi says, “Win the 
Blockchain race”



Governments and Blockchain

Xi says, “Win the 
Blockchain race

79



Governments and Blockchain

80

2 yrs ago



Governments and Blockchain

China setting 
standards

81



Governments and Blockchain

What it does

https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/01/09/130961/baidus-xuperchain-launch-is-just-the-beginning-of-chinas-blockchain-rush/82

https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/01/09/130961/baidus-xuperchain-launch-is-just-the-beginning-of-chinas-blockchain-rush/


GAFA
Blockchain
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2.5 years ago

Maturity 2025 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/information-techn
ology/images/infographics/insight-illustration-blockchain-global-movement.png&imgrefurl=https://www.gart
ner.com/en/information-technology/insights/blockchain&docid=uNgJhyjwcB7osM&tbnid=kO-vinMro1XuGM:
&vet=1&w=1020&h=830&hl=en-US&source=sh/x/im#h=830&imgdii=kHhseAwEcxCCFM:&vet=1&w=1020
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https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/information-technology/images/infographics/insight-illustration-blockchain-global-movement.png&imgrefurl=https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/insights/blockchain&docid=uNgJhyjwcB7osM&tbnid=kO-vinMro1XuGM:&vet=1&w=1020&h=830&hl=en-US&source=sh/x/im#h=830&imgdii=kHhseAwEcxCCFM:&vet=1&w=1020
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/information-technology/images/infographics/insight-illustration-blockchain-global-movement.png&imgrefurl=https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/insights/blockchain&docid=uNgJhyjwcB7osM&tbnid=kO-vinMro1XuGM:&vet=1&w=1020&h=830&hl=en-US&source=sh/x/im#h=830&imgdii=kHhseAwEcxCCFM:&vet=1&w=1020
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/information-technology/images/infographics/insight-illustration-blockchain-global-movement.png&imgrefurl=https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/insights/blockchain&docid=uNgJhyjwcB7osM&tbnid=kO-vinMro1XuGM:&vet=1&w=1020&h=830&hl=en-US&source=sh/x/im#h=830&imgdii=kHhseAwEcxCCFM:&vet=1&w=1020
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://emtemp.gcom.cloud/ngw/globalassets/en/information-technology/images/infographics/insight-illustration-blockchain-global-movement.png&imgrefurl=https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/insights/blockchain&docid=uNgJhyjwcB7osM&tbnid=kO-vinMro1XuGM:&vet=1&w=1020&h=830&hl=en-US&source=sh/x/im#h=830&imgdii=kHhseAwEcxCCFM:&vet=1&w=1020


Forgetful, emotional,
selective memory,
may know algebra and geometry

Lifelong memory, all knowledgeable,
deep learning, complex calculus  

automatically, spatial learner

 Digital Me
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 Digital Me and individual provisioning of data

Restricting data access

86

Facebook  
defines permissions 

and adds value



 Digital Me and individual provisioning of data

Restricting data access

87

Many rules
Controlled by individuals (or China?)
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Many rules
Controlled by individuals (or China?)

  Few rules
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Facebook
requests permission
to add value

Facebook  
defines permissions 

and adds value



Edge computing
AI chips
Blockchain
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2.5 years ago

Improved and restricted data 

You need to make yourself important to consumers and partners -- so 
they will choose to share data with you. Loyalty and membership 
programs will change. Digital selves and synthetic selves will emerge.
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5G

1.1B

94

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 



Open-Source
100M libraries 

● contribute to 
“partnerships” 

● allow startups to 
move faster and 
cheaper ...

inflection point …
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Biohacker Boot Camp

Homegrown genetics projects

Open source biology + software



Wrapping Up

What should we do?
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2.5 years ago

https://www.itbusinessedge.com/blogs/unfiltered-opinion/qualcomm-at-ces-the-big-pivot-to-5g-for-homes-cars-and-iot.html
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https://www.itbusinessedge.com/blogs/unfiltered-opinion/qualcomm-at-ces-the-big-pivot-to-5g-for-homes-cars-and-iot.html


5G

1.1B

100

AI

$98B

AR/VR

$100B

BC

$23B

Voice

$18B

IoT

$1T
43B devices

2023
intertwined

Open 
Source
100M

librariesphones ← Single year spend (NOT including R&D) → 
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102 https://www.pcmag.com/news/idc-the-digital-first-enterprise-will-be-half-of-the-economy-by-2023-are

https://www.pcmag.com/news/idc-the-digital-first-enterprise-will-be-half-of-the-economy-by-2023-are


By 2024 
leaders in 50% of G2000 orgs 
will have mastered “future of culture” traits 
such as 
empathy, empowerment, innovation, 
and 
customer- and data-centricity 
to achieve leadership at scale. ~ IDC



FasterTinier Cheaper

104

Modular
+

Agile



• Agility revolution by 2022. 

• 90% of all new apps have 
microservices architectures 

• improved ability to design, 
debug, update, and 
leverage third-party code 

  Keywords: microservices, APIs, low-code, cloud
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Apps that are highly modular distributed, continuously 
updated, and leveraging cloud-native technologies such as 
containers and serverless computing.

Today
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Drag-n-drop 
dev workbench

Code inside
pre-wrapped
in modules

Old 
Way

New 
Way

8 months 3 weeks

Low codeTedious 
code
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private & confidential 108

Example Interplay in action … a simple dev project



• Prepare for the digital
innovation explosion. 

• new tools + platforms, more 
developers, agile methods, 
lots of code reuse

• 500 million new logical apps 
created from 2021 to 2025 -- 
equal to the number built over 
the past 40 years.
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IDC predicts by 2023, entirely new applications will be 
created by collecting and integrating components from 
code repositories. By 2022 IDC predicts 75% of new 
applications being developed will be made up of greater 
than 50% code that was procured rather than written. 
AI- and machine learning components will achieve 
adoption scale quickly, as they’ll be repurposed from 
public and private code repositories.
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Today



• Prepare to embrace the new 
developer class 

• new class of developers produce 
code without custom scripting

• expands developer base +30%

• speeds up digital transformation
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Today



By the end of 2023, 80% of digitally 
advanced organizations will replace 
the walled garden, IT-as-an-enabler 
model with a self-service model. 
Providing libraries of cloud solutions, 
functions-as-a-service (FaaS), and 
low-code/no-code tools that are 
easily accessible and usable by 
non-IT users or by citizen developers 
allow the business to rapidly respond 
to changing market needs without the 
need to involve IT, but with the 
assurance that these solutions will be 
secure and compliant.

Source:  IDC FutureScape: Worldwide 
CIO Agenda 2020 Predictions
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https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US45578619
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US45578619
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The Great Acceleration
What we’re seeing (and preparing for) →

1. More Hacks 

2. Openness

3. Resilience and Modularity

4. Convenience

5. Health Everywhere

6. Digital Connectivity (community, friendship)

7. Digital Services

8. Digital Inclusion

9. Digital Identities
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Upcoming events

Contacts:

jon@iterate.ai

andrea@iterate.ai

dave@iterate.ai 

brooke@iterate.ai

mailto:jon@iterate.ai
mailto:andrea@iterate.ai
mailto:dave@iterate.ai
mailto:brooke@iterate.ai


Thank you for attending ...

“Why is 2023 a 
Digital Pivot Point?”

December 2020

114

On



Welcome!  We want to hear from you ~

● This is a 55 minute event

● This webinar will be recorded and sent out

● Please submit questions and comments as 

you have them

● At the end of the 55 minutes we will release 
a poll

● Unanswered questions will be answered 
via email

Goal: provide continuous 
thought-provoking learning 
from partners, members, 
advisors, authors.


